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Hydrography : the key to facing the
rising tide of climate change, knowing our
oceans and understanding our future.
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As HYDRO18 Conference Director and
Chair of the South West Pacific Region of
the Australasian Hydrographic Society
(AHS), I cordially invite you to attend and
participate in the HYDRO18 Conference to
be hosted by the AHS at Doltone House,
Jones Bay Wharf, Pyrmont, Sydney during
30 October – 2 November 2018.

Affiliated with the International Federation of Hydrographic
Societies, the AHS is an encompassing learned body
administratively comprising of four distinct regions of East
Australia, West Australia, New Zealand, and SW Pacific, plus a
historical Division - Australia on the Map. The Society provides a
SouthWest Pacific and SouthEast Asian regional focus for those
interested in hydrography and related sciences. We look forward
to attendance from other regional hydrographic societies and
allied organisations, such as the International Hydrographic
The Society is hosting this conference to highlight the Organisation (IHO) and the International Surveyors Federation
challenges and opportunities related to climate change for (FIG).
the world through hydrography. The Conference will provide
interest whether as a member of the hydrographic industry, The Australasian Hydrographic Society and I look forward to
policy maker, academic, or layman. We plan to attract about 350 your support, participation, and attendance at this important
delegates from both this region and overseas and many of us and relevant event. Further details of the Conference and Trade
will find opportunities for mutual cooperation and relationships. Exhibition will be posted on the HYDRO18 website (hydro18.ahs.
asn.au) and Society’s website (www.ahs.asn.au) during the
The conference and exhibition, with its theme of ‘The Climate for next few months.
Change – Hydrography in the 21st Century’ will allow delegates
and the hydrographic profession to consider how best to future The event will offer a unique opportunity for us all to gather
utilise the science of hydrography to adapt to climate change, in the warm weather of the southern hemisphere and grapple
resource sustainability and renewable energy requirements. with the current and future issues, while informing ourselves
Hydrography is the key to facing the rising tide of climate of developments and making new alliances and friendships.
change, knowing our oceans and understanding our future.
Please plan to join us – we look forward to welcoming you and
your colleagues to the HYDRO18 Conference.
The Society will bring together speakers from varying maritime
fields including all of the specialist hydrographic streams,
maritime transport, oceanography, offshore exploration, John Maschke
environmental science, maritime heritage, defence, tourism, HYDRO18 Conference Director
coastal development, ports and harbours, and government.
HYDRO18 will also provide a forum to discuss aspects of the
opportunities and challenges facing hydrography. A very large
proportion of trade is carried by maritime transport and, along
with increasing sea levels, our lives will be affected in some
way or another. This international gathering seeks to gain
insight into these effects and the opportunities that may arise,
as well as provide a platform to show how currently important
hydrography and the ‘Blue Economy’ is globally.
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HYDRO18 Conference
Director Invitation
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Australasian
Hydrographic Society
Patron Invitation
As President of the Australasian Hydrographic Society (AHS),
I am very pleased to invite and welcome you to the HYDRO18
Conference and Trade Exhibition being held at Doltone House,
Jones Bay Wharf, Pyrmont in Sydney, Australia during 30
October – 2 November 2018. As a member of the International
Federation of Hydrographic Societies, the Society is hosting
this important conference that will highlight the challenges
and opportunities related to climate change for the world
through hydrography.
I encourage you to participate whether as a member of the
hydrographic industry, policy maker, academic, or layman to
focus on the Blue Economy. The conference and exhibition, with
its theme of ‘The Climate for Change – Hydrography in the 21st
Century’ will allow delegates and the hydrographic profession
to consider how best to utilise the science of hydrography in
the future to adapt to climate change, sustainable resource
usage and renewable energy requirements.
Affiliated with the International Federation of Hydrographic
Societies, the AHS is an encompassing learned body
administratively comprising of four distinct regions of East
Australia, West Australia, New Zealand, and SW Pacific, and
also includes the historical Division, Australia on the Map.
The Society provides a SouthWest Pacific and SouthEast
Asian regional focus for those interested in hydrography and
related sciences. We look forward to attendance from other
regional hydrographic societies and allied organisations, such
as the International Hydrographic Organisation (IHO) and the
International Surveyors Federation (FIG).
I look forward to your support and meeting you at the HYDRO18
& Trade Exhibition.

The Australasian Hydrographic Society has a successful
history of conferences addressing the many challenges to our
understanding of the oceans and seas, which give life to our
planet. In November 2018 the Society’s HYDRO18 Conference
and Trade Exhibition in Sydney, Australia, will tackle aspects of
what is perhaps the biggest global challenge we face in the 21st
century - climate change. The conference will explore climate
change as it relates to the science of hydrography, resource
sustainability, and renewable energy. This is hydrography at
the leading edge, facing up to issues that will impact on each
and every one of us, so it promises to be a conference of great
relevance and interest to all.
As patron of the Australasian Hydrographic Society it is my
pleasure in conjunction with the Society’s President and the
Conference Director to invite you to join us in Sydney as we
explore this most important theme. In the course of the week
you will be able to mix with a wide range of professionals
from all aspects of the maritime industry and a list of expert
speakers who will thoroughly explore the interactions between
hydrography and climate change.
Most importantly, you can be assured of a warm welcome and a
professionally and socially rewarding experience on the shores
of iconic Sydney Harbour. A great venue and a conference
addressing one of the most pressing problems of the day; I look
forward to meeting you there.
Chris Ritchie
VADM, AO RAN (Rtd)
Patron ~ Australasian Hydrographic Society

Steve Duffield
President ~ Australasian Hydrographic Society
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Australasian
Hydrographic Society
President Invitation
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The globe is a dynamic place. Our search
for welfare, wealth and security offers
many opportunities for global trade and
cooperation. New avenues open up daily
through the invention of exiting new
technologies.
But it comes at a price. Geopolitical
competition for space, food and commodities, for energy and
drink water pose ever increasing risks for the sustainable
protection and development of our planet. The globe is a
dynamic place. Our search for welfare, wealth and security
offers many opportunities for global trade and cooperation.
New avenues open up daily through the invention of exiting
new technologies.
But it comes at a price. Geopolitical competition for space,
food and commodities, for energy and drink water pose ever
increasing risks for the sustainable protection and development
of our planet.
Climate change as a consequence of mankind’s activities has
become undisputable today and raises major questions towards
our future development. With our oceans and our atmosphere
so closely intertwined in climate processes, it’s more than
obvious, that the world oceans, the coastal regions and the
inland waters have come into focus in these discussions. And
who, but the international hydrographic community would be
able to face and to tackle the new challenges and opportunities
emanating from global change.

Our host and IFHS fellow society, the Australasian Hydrographic
Society (AHS) will hold this important international event in
Sydney, Australia from October, 30th – until November, 2nd
2018. At the wonderful location of Doltone House, Jones Bay
Wharf, Pyrmont ample opportunities will be provided to learn,
discuss and seek for new answers on the manifold of today’s
global and maritime changes.
Climate change is a global challenge and it thus needs global
answers. HYDRO18 therefore explicitly addresses the whole
of the international hydrographic and adjacent communities
- awaiting representatives from policy and legal institutions,
maritime and transport administrations, trade and industry,
research and education.
Hydrographers are the ocean discoverers and custodians, the
planners and managers, the creative framers and engineers
of our marine environment. Collecting, analysing and
disseminating maritime information is what we do. And the
HYDRO series of international conferences and HYDRO18 is the
opportunity to underpin this central role of hydrography - not
just to the hydrographic community.
On behalf of the International Federation of Hydrographic
Societies and the Australasian Hydrographic Society we all
look forward to welcome you at HYDRO18.
Holger Klindt
President ~ International Federation of Hydrographic Societies

As President of the International Federation of Hydrographic
Societies (IFHS), it is my pleasure and privilege to introduce
to you the HYDRO18 Conference and Trade Exhibition on ‘The
Climate for Change – Hydrography in the 21st Century’.
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The Australasian Hydrographic Society is the SouthWest Pacific
and SouthEast Asian regional focus for those interested in
hydrography and related sciences. The recent and extraordinary
progress in oceanology means that the maritime industry and
undersea exploration will be to this century, which aviation
and aerospace exploration was to the last. In our region in
particular, hydrographic and related information increasingly
facilitates the generation, sustainment, and transportation of
resources.
Similarly, in the recent past there has been an examination
of the security of regional interests, both in the private and
public domains. There has been a growing acknowledgment
amongst maritime services, such as police, customs, and
regional navies, that accurate hydrographic data in the littoral
environment is fundamental to providing security, protection,
and humanitarian support.
The objectives of the Society are:
• To promote the science of surveying in the saltwater and
freshwater environments, the adjacent shore and hinterland
and to promote related sciences.
• To provide a centre for meetings and a channel for
correspondence and the exchange of information between
technologists and others engaged or interested in
hydrography and related sciences.
• To promote and co-ordinate the study and practice of such
sciences in all or any of their aspects; and to accumulate,
extend and disseminate amongst the members of the Society
and others information, knowledge and expertise relating
thereto.
• To promote the better education and training of persons
engaged in or intending to engage in the study of hydrography
and related sciences.

In this challenging time of climate change, sea level rise
and resource sustainability, it is apparent that hydrography,
its associated skills and related sciences are fundamental
to meeting the challenge. Hydrography is seen as being
able to bridge the gaps in understanding our maritime
world and meeting the challenges confronting the marine
environment and adjacent land areas, where few other lines of
communication may exist. This is due to hydrography and the
like being increasingly acknowledged as egalitarian in purpose
and therefore humanitarian in the broadest sense. This is not
new, but the extent of acknowledgement is.
The Australasian Hydrographic Society is committed to
facilitating cooperative and knowledge-based sharing
activities between learned bodies and individuals to help
support these interests. Through technical meetings, seminars
and conferences, the Society achieves these aims in equal
measure and supports all initiatives of regional, national, or
international flavour that supports the science and profession
of hydrography.
The Australasian Hydrographic Society is a foundation
and supporting member of the International Federation of
Hydrographic Societies.
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About the Australasian
Hydrographic Society

International Federation
of Hydrographic
Societies President
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HYDRO18 workshop session opportunities
The workshops will be two 5-hour sessions and two 4-hour
sessions and will be catered for accordingly

The price for Workshop Session Sponsorship is available on
application

soho ~ LOFT LEVEL TWO: 140 PAX THEATRE

HYDRO18 Conference Director ~ John Maschke
PO Box 533 Earlville, QLD 4870 | tel +61 424 094 546
email1 : swp@ahs.asn.au | email2 : maschkejw@gmail.com
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Selected Workshop Sessions will be held on Monday, 29
October 12:00-17:00 and Tuesday 30 October 13:00-17:00 at
Doltone House’s The Loft and SoHo Rooms:

Workshop requests must be submitted by email to the HYDRO18
Conference Conference Managers - Conference Solutions at Conference Managers ~ Conference Solutions as agent for
hydro18@con-sol.com
AHS
PO Box 238, Deakin West ACT 2600
Please include an overview of the nature of the Workshop
tel +61 2 6286 3000 | fax +61 2 6285 3001
The deadline for requests is 03 August 2018
email: hydro18@con-sol.com

soho ~ LEVEL FOUR: 110 PAX THEATRE
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Sponsorship Opportunities ~ Premium
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Platinum Sponsor benefits include:
| Named and promoted as the Platinum Sponsor of the
conference.
| Direct link to your website from the Conference Webpage.
| Opportunity to sponsor a Keynote Speaker.
| Complimentary double trade exhibition stand in premium
position (6m x 2.4m).
| One full-page advertisement in conference handbook.
| Six complimentary full conference registrations including
attendance at Welcome Reception (Ice-Breaker) and |
Conference Dinner.
| Additional full registrations from your company at conference
early bird rates.
| Inclusion of one piece of written information/merchandise in
conference satchels.
| Inclusion of logo and company profile in the conference
handbook.
| Acknowledgment by the Chairperson at the opening and
closing of the conference.
| Opportunity to display a banner in the main conference room.

Major Partner benefits include:
| Named and promoted as the Major Partner of the conference.
| Direct link to your website from the Conference Webpage.
| Opportunity to sponsor a Keynote Speaker.
| Complimentary double trade exhibition stand in premium
position (6m x 2m).
| One full-page advertisement in conference handbook.
| Six complimentary full conference registrations including
attendance at Welcome Reception (Ice-Breaker) and
Conference Dinner.
| Additional full registrations from your company at conference
early bird rates.
| Inclusion of one piece of written information/merchandise in
conference satchels.
| Inclusion of logo and company profile in the conference
handbook.
| Acknowledgment by the Chairperson at the opening and
closing of the conference.
| Opportunity to display a banner in the main conference room.

Gold Sponsor/Partner

[SEVERAL AVAIL.]...................................................$20,000 inc. GST

Gold Sponsor benefits include:
| Named and promoted as a Gold Sponsor of the conference.
| Complimentary trade exhibition stand in premium position
(3m x 2m).
| One half-page advertisement in conference handbook.
| Two complimentary full conference registrations including
attendance at Welcome Reception (Ice-Breaker) and
Conference Dinner.
| Additional full registrations from your company at conference
early bird rates.
| Inclusion of one piece of written information/merchandise in
conference satchels.
| Inclusion of logo and company profile in the conference
handbook.
| Acknowledgment by the Chairperson at the opening and
closing of the conference.
| Opportunity to display a banner in the main conference room.
HYDRO18 CONFERENCE & TRADE EXHIBITION | SPONSORSHIP AND EXHIBITION OPPORTUNITIES

Silver Sponsor/Partner

Dinner Sponsor

Silver Sponsor benefits include:
| Named and promoted as a Silver Sponsor of the conference.
| Complimentary trade exhibition stand in premium position
(3m x 2m).
| One complimentary full conference registration including
attendance at Welcome Reception and Conference Dinner.
| Additional full registrations from your company at conference
early bird rates.
| Inclusion of one piece of written information/merchandise in
conference satchels.
| Inclusion of logo and company profile in the conference
handbook.
| Acknowledgment by the Chairperson at the opening and
closing of the conference.

Dinner Sponsor benefits include:
| Named and promoted as the Dinner Sponsor of the
conference.
| Complimentary trade exhibition stand in premium position
(3m x 2m).
| One half-page advertisement in conference handbook.
| Two complimentary full conference registrations including
attendance at Welcome Reception (Ice-Breaker) and
Conference Dinner.
| Additional full registrations from your company at conference
early bird rates.
| Opportunity for a brief address during the Dinner.
| Inclusion of one piece of written information/merchandise in
conference satchels.
| Inclusion of logo and company profile in the conference
handbook.
| Acknowledgment by the Chairperson at the opening and
closing of the conference.
| Opportunity to display a banner at the Dinner Venue.

[SEVERAL AVAIL.]....................................................$15,000 inc. GST

Bronze Sponsor/Partner

[SEVERAL AVAIL.]....................................................$10,000 inc. GST

Bronze Sponsor benefits include:
| Named and promoted as a Silver Sponsor of the conference.
| One complimentary full conference registration including
attendance at Welcome Reception and Conference Dinner.
| Additional full registrations from your company at conference
early bird rates.
| Inclusion of one piece of written information/merchandise in
conference satchels.
| Inclusion of logo and company profile in the conference
handbook.
| Acknowledgment by the Chairperson at the opening and
closing of the conference.

[ONE ONLY]..............................................................$15,000 inc. GST
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HYDRO18 “Ice Breaker” Cocktail Reception Refreshment Breaks [SEVERAL AVAIL.].$4,000 inc. GST

Conference Notepads [ONE ONLY]..... $2,500 inc. GST Conference Pens [ONE ONLY]..................$1,500 inc. GST

[ONE ONLY]................................................................$7,000 inc. GST

(Includes production of notepads)
(Includes production of pens)
Sponsorship benefits include:
Sponsorship benefits include:
| Inclusion of company logo on conference notepads to be | Inclusion of company logo on conference pens to be provided
provided in each conference satchel.
in each conference satchel.
| Inclusion of logo in the conference handbook.
| Inclusion of logo in the conference handbook.
| Inclusion of one piece of written information/merchandise in | Inclusion of one piece of written information/merchandise in
conference satchels.
conference satchels.

The “Ice Breaker” will be held on Wednesday 4 November
amongst the Trade Exhibition at Doltone House Jones Bay
Wharf, Pyrmont, Sydney.
Sponsorship benefits include:
| Company named and promoted as the “Ice Breaker” sponsor.
| Opportunity to display a banner in the reception venue.
| Opportunity for a brief address to “Ice Breaker” guests.
| Inclusion of logo in the conference handbook.
| Inclusion of one piece of written information/merchandise in
conference satchels.

Conference Satchels [ONE ONLY].......$6,000 inc. GST

Sponsorship benefits include:
| Company named and promoted as the sponsor of the
refreshment break.
| Banner and signage acknowledgement in refreshment break
area.
| Inclusion of logo in the conference handbook.
| Inclusion of one piece of written information/merchandise in
conference satchels.
| Acknowledgement by session chair just prior to sponsored
refreshment break.

Wi-Fi Sponsor [ONE ONLY]........................ $3, 000 inc. GST

| Company named and promoted as the sponsor of the Wi-Fi.
Each delegate will receive a quality conference satchel at | Banner and signage acknowledgement in all symposium
areas.
registration.
| Inclusion of logo in the conference handbook.
Sponsorship benefits include:
| Company logo and HYDRO18 logo on quality conference | Inclusion of one piece of written information/merchandise in
conference satchels.
satchels.
| Acknowledgement daily just prior to morning plenary
| Inclusion of logo in the conference handbook.
sessions.
| Inclusion of one piece of written information/merchandise in

Conference Lanyards [ONE ONLY].........Taken - iXblue Satchel Inserts..........................................$1,000 inc. GST
(Includes production of lanyards)
Each delegate at the conference will receive a satchel
containing conference materials. Inclusion of a company
| Sponsorship benefits include:
| Inclusion of company logo on conference notepads to be brochure in satchels will ensure direct access to all delegates.
provided in each conference satchel.
Tailored Packages
| Inclusion of logo in the conference handbook.
| Inclusion of one piece of written information/merchandise in We would be delighted to assist in the development of a tailored
package for your company if none of the listed opportunities
conference satchels.
above suit your promotional activities.
Please contact the Conference Managers to discuss.

conference satchels.
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Other Sponsorship Opportunities
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Trade Exhibition Floor Plan

Doltone House - Jones Bay Wharf (South Pier)

The trade exhibition and display stands will be staged as an Stand Size and Fees
integral part of HYDRO18. The Hydro “Ice Breaker”, morning All booths are 3m x 2m and the following fees (including GST)
teas, lunches and afternoon teas will take place amongst apply:
the exhibition stands.
Corporate Member....(booked prior to 30 June 2018) $4,500
Corporate Member.........(booked after 30 June 2018) $5,000
Trade Exhibition Schedule
Non-Member...............(booked prior to 30 June 2018) $5,500
Monday 29 October 2018
Non-Member................... (booked after 30 June 2018) $6,000
08.00 – 14.00 Booth build by contractor
13.00 – 17.00

Exhibitors move in

Tuesday 30 October 2018
08.30 – 17.00 Exhibition open
Morning tea, lunch and afternoon tea in exhibition area
18.00 – 20.00 Cocktail Reception – “Ice Breaker” in exhibition
area. (Two tickets per exhibition stand)
Wednesday 31 October 2018
08.30 – 17.00 Exhibition open
Morning tea, lunch and afternoon tea in exhibition area
Thursday 01 November 2018
08.30 – 17.00 Exhibition open
Morning tea, lunch and afternoon tea in exhibition area
19.00 – 23.00 Conference Dinner (Hyde Park Ballroom)
Friday 02 November 2018
08.30 – 13.30 Exhibition open
Morning tea and lunch in exhibition area
13.30 – 14.30

Exhibitors pack down

14.30 – 16.00

Contractor removes booths
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Trade Exhibition

Multiple stands may be booked. Additional furniture and
equipment may be hired from the contractor. The contractor will
contact each exhibitor directly to provide a furniture catalogue
and request power loading and correct name to be displayed
on fascia.

Exhibitor Package (per booth):
| Shell scheme display stand with dividing panels finished in
black velcro-compatible fabric.
| Quality fascia sign with company name on all open sides.
| Carpet-tiled floor area.
| Two x 60-watt directional spotlights per booth.
| One x 4amp general-purpose outlet (additional requirements
may be ordered).
| Morning tea, lunch, and afternoon tea for two representatives
on each day.
| Attendance by two representatives at the “Ice Breaker”.
| Attendance by two representatives at the Conference Dinner.
| Conference satchels and name badges for two representatives.
| Listing on exhibitors’ page in conference handbook.
| Additional full registrations from your company at conference
early bird rates, and additional trade stand representatives at
trade rates.

14
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Exhibition Kit and Contract

An incentive for delegates...

Once a completed application form and payment has been
received, the Conference Managers will send a comprehensive
exhibition kit and contract to each exhibitor. The kit will include
all information in relation to setting-up your stand as well as
details of logistics at the venue and forms for services such as
telephone, Internet access etc.

A Trade Exhibition Passport will be given to each delegate
at registration. Passports that have been endorsed by all
exhibitors will be entered into a draw for prizes with winners
announced on the final day of the Conference. If you wish to
donate a prize, please indicate on the application form with a
description of the prize.

An incentive for exhibitors...

How to Apply

A ‘Best Exhibition Stand’ competition will be held at the We look forward to working with you to maximise your business
conference. All delegates will be given the opportunity to vote opportunities at the Conference. Please contact the Conference
for the best exhibition stand and the winner will be announced Managers to reserve your stand by completing the attached
on the final day of the conference.
application form indicating your three choices of stand location
in order of preference. Please forward your application form
and full payment as soon as possible to Conference Solutions.

I/we wish to become a sponsor in the following category:
Platinum Sponsor..........................($30,000)
Major Partner........................................($30,000)
Gold Sponsor/Partner.............($20,000)
Silver Sponsor/Partner.......... ($15,000)
Bronze Sponsor/Partner..... ($10,000)
Dinner Sponsor........................................(15,000)
Cocktail Reception.............................($7,000)
Refreshment Break......................... ($4,000)
[PLEASE NOMINATE BREAK]......................................................................................................................................................

Satchels..............................................................($6,000)
Wi-Fi Sponsor........................................... ($3,000)
Conference Note Pads............... ($2,500)
Conference Lanyards.................. ($2,500)
Conference Pens...................................($1,500)
Satchel Insert..............................................($1,000)

ABN 86 101 591 502

Tailored Package

[.PLEASE PROVIDE DETAILS BELOW]

Additional Information for Refreshment Break
or Tailored Package
Provide information about preferred refreshment break or
tailored package in this section.
NAME OF COMPANY..................................................................................................................................................................

Taken - iXblue

....................................................................................................................................................................................................................

ADDRESS............................................................................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................................................................................................

CITY.........................................................................................................................................................................................................
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Sponsorships will be allocated strictly in accordance with the
date of receipt of application and payment.

STATE.............................................................................................................................. POSTCODE............................................

A 5% discount is offered to sponsors paying the full amount
prior to 30 June 2018.

E-MAIL..................................................................................................................................................................................................

Please return this form to:

TELEPHONE......................................................................................................................................................................................

Conference Solutions ~ HYDRO18
Po Box 238, Deakin West ACT 2600
TELEPHONE (02) 6285 3000 | FACSIMILE (02) 6285 3001
EMAIL: hydro18@con-sol.com

FACSIMILE.........................................................................................................................................................................................

CONTACT PERSON......................................................................................................................................................................

POSITION IN COMPANY..........................................................................................................................................................

SIGNATURE.......................................................................................................................................................................................

DATE......................................................................................................................................................................................................

Payment options:
Direct credit: NAB - Canberra | BSB: 082-902 | Account: 874 101 128 | Name: Conference Solutions
MasterCard
Visa
Amex
Debit my credit card:
AMOUNT $.......................................................................................................

CREDIT CARD NO.: ..........................................

/

................................

/

..............................

/

NAME ON CARD: ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

.....................................

EXPIRY DATE:......................................................................

SIGNATURE:.....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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Sponsorship Application form
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Please reserve the following display stand(s) on our behalf,
subject to confirmation.
Our preferred choice of stand(s) is:
1st choice: stand number
2nd choice: stand number
3rd choice: stand number
We have a custom-built stand and require space only.

NAME OF COMPANY..................................................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................................................................................................

ADDRESS............................................................................................................................................................................................

HYDRO18 CONFERENCE & TRADE EXHIBITION | ‘THE CLIMATE FOR CHANGE ~ HYDROGRAPHY IN THE 21st CENTURY’
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Exhibition Space Application Form

....................................................................................................................................................................................................................

CITY.........................................................................................................................................................................................................
STATE.............................................................................................................................. POSTCODE............................................
CONTACT PERSON......................................................................................................................................................................

I/we understand that Early Bird prices close 30 June 2018 that
space will be allocated strictly in accordance with date of receipt
of application and payment, and that sponsors’ booths will be
allocated first. Stands not paid for within 30 days of application
will be made available for re-sale. Conference Solutions will
forward a contract to me/us to verify this application. The
reservation is confirmed once both parties have signed the
contract.

E-MAIL..................................................................................................................................................................................................
POSITION IN COMPANY..........................................................................................................................................................
TELEPHONE......................................................................................................................................................................................
FACSIMILE.........................................................................................................................................................................................
SIGNATURE.......................................................................................................................................................................................

DATE......................................................................................................................................................................................................

BRIEF OUTLINE OF THE PROPOSED EXHIBITION

WE WISH TO DONATE THIS PRIZE FOR THE PASSPORT PRIZE DRAW................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
SIGNATURE:............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

DATE:.....................................................................................................................................

Please return this form to: Conference Solutions ~ HYDRO18, Po Box 238, Deakin West ACT 2600
TELEPHONE (02) 6285 3000
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| FACSIMILE (02) 6285 3001 | EMAIL: hydro18@con-sol.com

Payment options:
Direct credit: NAB - Canberra | BSB: 082-902 | Account: 874 101 128 | Name: Conference Solutions
MasterCard
Visa
Amex
Debit my credit card:
AMOUNT $.......................................................................................................

CREDIT CARD NO.: ..........................................

/

................................

/

..............................

/

NAME ON CARD: ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

.....................................

EXPIRY DATE:......................................................................

SIGNATURE:.....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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CONFERENCE & TRADE EXHIBITION

SHONART GRAPHIC DESIGN +61 411 720 442

The Australian Hydrogr
aphic
Society looks forward t
o seeing
you in Sydney for HYDR
O18!

John Maschke ~ HYDRO18 Conference Director | t: +61 424 094 546 | e: swp@ahs.asn.au | w: www.ahs.asn.au

